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in this note we obtain new tower bounds for the Ramsey numbers R(5,S) and 
R(5,6). The methrld is based on computational results of partitioning the integers into 
sum-free sets. WC obtain R(S, 5) > 42 and R(5,6) 2 53. 

1. 

In [ 1 J we defined the following function which generalizes the notion 
of sum-free sets: let k 3 3 and fk (!I) be the largest integer m such that 
the integers I, 2, . ..$ m can be partitioned into yt classes in such a way 
that none of the classes contains a solution to the following system, 
(Sk )r of (&; *) equations in ($) unknowns: 

x 
hi +x/,j+l =xi,j+lv 

Such a partitioning is c&d (& )-free. 
Given an (&)-free partitioning into classes C,, C2, . . . . C’,.l, let G be a 

graph with vertices Pi?, P,, . . . . Pf In). Colour the edge (Pi, Pi, colour C, 
if+-jiEC,.Suppost’thatPi,, B i2,...,Pik,whereil >i$...>ik,are 
the vertices of a monochromatic k-gon of colour e,. Then i, -i, E C’ for 
1 G I < s < k. But then, 

(it--i.a?.,-(i,-~-is+l ) = (it- fs+i A 

iS a Sohkm to the SyShm (ii+) in cry i.e., a contradiction. Denoting by 
n(k, 2) the US arnsey number for graphs, we then have 
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Jn this note we will discuss some computational techniques for the 
case lb = I ? and obtain new lower bounds for some Ramsey numbers. 

For k,, k, > 3, Iet nk,, Q) be the largest integer IFI such that the 
P. &n be partitioned into two classes C, and C, in 

such a way that C, does not contain a solution to the system (Sk1 ) 
d c’, does r&of contain a solution to the system (Sk3). Let K(kt , k2) 

thu smaillest integer y such that if the edges of any complete graph 
on at feast 4 nodes are coloured in any manner in colours t:1 and CI~ 9 

then the resulting graph contains either a complete graph of colour c+ 
on k, nodes or a complete graph of cofour c2 on k, nodes. Then by 

me argument as in Section f we have 

The p;arGtioning of the mambers 1,2, . . . . m into two classes and then 
ing for solutions to (Sk 1 ) and (Sk2 ) of course requires an extremc- 

iy Fargo amount of computation for other than small values of k, and 
k,. To sktiplify the programming and shorten the computer time we 

* a:pproac& the problem by means of the following lemma. 

me C, contains a solution to (Sk, ), say Xi,jp 1 G i<f< k, - 1. 

Then by the definition of (Sk 1 ) we have for 2 G I < j Q k J 9 

x;,j = x;,i_ 1 +x; 1 j - , 

= “;,j_ 2 +-y;._ 2J- 1 +X: 
I-- hi 

= “;,i 2 +x;_ 2,j 

= X;.~__ 3 +,Y;._ 3,i_2 ‘-II;~_ 2,j = -~;,i_ 3 +r~~- 3, j 

e same way. 



Assume class C, contains k, - 1 numbers, say 1 <xl <x2 < . . . 

c .rk _ i < m, and ail their pairwise differences. Now set xi =x~,~+! for 
1 < i< k, - 1 and xj_ 1 --xi_ 1 = xif for 2 4 i <i G k,. Then for 
26i<j<kl--l,wehdve ’ 

0 j_. 1; --j_ 1 
)+(xj-xj_l)=xij+xjj+l =xjj+i -j-j_* 

, I . 

andforl=i<j<+--1, 

xj_ 1 
+(Xj--Xj__1)=X* j+“.’ 

, f.l+ 3 =xt,j+, =xj 9 

i.e., we have a SOhtiOn to (Sk, ). ClaSS c, is treated similarly. 

3. 

ln this section we list the known results for small values of k, and k2 
and new results obtained from the lemma. 

In gs3, Kalbfleisch &fined a regular colouring of the complete N 
graph as follows: space the N vertices equidistantly around a circle. An 
edge of length ,r is an edge of the graph which cuts off a minor arc of 
the circle containing s-v 1 interior vertices (s= 1,2, . . . . [ !N] ). A colouring 
is regular if all edges of length S, for each s, have the same colour. l,et 
L(k,, kz) be the largest number m such that a complete m graph can 
be regularly two coloured so as to avoid a monochromatic complete 
k, or X: ) graph, then L(3.. 3) = 5, L(3,4) = 8, L(3,S) = 13, L(3,6) = 16, 
?(3 7) 5 21, L(3,8) = 26, L(3,9) = 35. 4 

1; our investigation of fI3, k), k & 9, we have not been able trj irn- 
pxove the bounds given by L(3, k js i.e., in every case we have .fc3, i:) = 
L(3, k) - 1 although the colouring derived from the f(3, k) partiticas 
are not necessarily regular. For example the partitioning corresporlding 
to f(3,6) = 25 given by 

Cl =. {1,6,10,13,18,21,25} , 

c’2 = c2?3,4,5,7,8*9,11,12,14,15,16,17,19,20,22,23,24:~ 

does not give rise to a regular colouring, *+vhile the partitioning 

5 = (7,10,11,13, 

C2 = (1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,12,14,17,18,20,21,22,23,24,25) 



discs. Qne would expect that f(3, k) might exceed L(3, k) +- 1 for some 

values of k. However, at the present time we have not invcstigatcci 
ji3, k) for Is rger values of k. The actual computation off(3,k) 1s somc- 

hat simplified by the fact that the first cJass must kx sum-free and oon- 
sequcntly h;tve at mcist k- 1 entries. Nawever, the computer time in- 
creases rapidfy with k. We expect in the near future to have some posi- 
tive results in this direction. 

The previous best lower bound for R(5.5) is 39 due to Burling and 
Rcyner [ 21. This can be improved to R(5,5) 2 43, since the following 
partition shows that f( 5,s) 2 40: 

5 = ~1,3,5,8,12.13,16,17,1~,19,22,23,24,25,28.29>,33,3(i.38,40) , 
c’:! . = {2,4,6,7,9,10,1 I ,14,15,20,21,26,27,30,31,32,34,35,37,39) . ’ 

In fact f(5,5) = 40 and we found eleven distinct pclrtitionings of the 
40 numbers. 

Thr: previous best lower bound for R(5,6) is 51 due tG Kalbfleisch 
is can be improved to R(S, 6) 3 S3 since the f&lowing parti- 
wsf(5,6)2 51: 

C, = (5,6,9,1 l? 12,13,15.16,17,19,24,25,26,27,28,33,35,36,37,40, 
4 I .43,46,47 ) ? 

C2 = ~1,2,.3,4,7,8,10,14,18,20,21,24i,23,29,38,31,32,~4,38.39,42, 
44,45,48,49,50,5 f ) . 

A11 other results obtained so far only agree with present lower bounds. 
If the cotnpbting techniques can be improved we Hope to extend the 

e results. 
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